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THREE THINGS MARKETERS MUST DO TO 
DELIVER A BRILLIANT OMNICHANNEL 
EXPERIENCE 
THE OMNICHANNEL REVOLUTION HAS BEGUN.
In a 2016 study, Nielsen found that 87% of Australian consumers 'often' or 
'sometimes' look at an item online before buying it in a store. Recent research by 
Google backs this up. According to its data, more than two in five (42%) of in-store 
consumers research online while in stores. How can brands take advantage of this 
new omnichannel consumer behaviour? What are the steps toward providing a 
consistent customer experience both online and off?

READ MORE

How to Identify the Right KPIs 
for Online Video: Lessons From 
Google BrandLab
When it comes to measuring a video ad’s 
success, views aren’t everything. Kim 
Larson, who works with hundreds of 
brands each year as the global head of 
BrandLab, shares her four-step method 
for getting to the right key performance 
indicators (KPIs).

"How many views means my video is 
successful?" Views may be the proverbial 
public scorecard, but they're not always the 
best way to track progress against a brand's 
unique goals. At the BrandLab, we refocus 
teams on identifying the right KPIs for those 
goals. We use a thought-provoking exercise 
designed to unpack the question we wish we 
were asked more often: "Which KPIs should 
we be tracking to understand if our video 
campaign is successful?" 

Seven ways to supercharge your 
data-driven marketing

To many, marketing now is all about data.

In eConsultancy’s 2016 Quarterly Digital 
Intelligence Briefing, more than half (53%) of 
marketers surveyed said 'data-driven marketing' 
was their top priority this year.

Nine out of ten put it in their first three, more than 
any other topic. But what are marketers actually 
doing with their data? What tips can professionals 
give for those who may be just starting out with 
data-driven marketing?

We now live in an omnichannel world. People often 
use the web, social media, mobile, and search 
before buying something.  

How can marketers determine the right amount to 
invest in each channel?

How retailers are increasing sales 
with personalised, cross-device 
ad targeting
71% of adults in the UK now own a 
smartphone, and on average users are 
said to glance at their mobiles around 150 
times a day.

These were just two stats cited by Nick 
Fletcher, Director of Multi-Channel at Rakuten 
Marketing, at the Festival of Marketing today.

Highlighting how retailers are targeting the 
smartphone generation, he spoke about the 
technology-driven tactics used by businesses 
to generate results.

Here’s a summary of what he said...

Google to create separate mobile index

Nearly half of individuals browsing the Web  -- 48% -- do so on more than one type of 
device, and among those who search, nearly four in 10 conduct the search only on a 
smartphone in an average day, according to Google.

Multiple devices require marketers to keep the message consistent across screens. Eighty percent of 
individuals use a smartphone, 67% use a computer, and 16% use a tablet, according to recent stats 
from Google that analyze how devices continue to change the way individuals search and interact with 
the world around them.

More searches occur on mobile than on computers or tablets for 15 of the 24 hours in a typical day. 
And growth among specific market segments reveal the highest among home and garden, up 45%, per 
Google. Apparel has seen a 40% spike, compared with the prior year. Consumer electronics rose 40%, 
rounding out the top three.

Middle East at centre of 5 
‘megatrends’ says PwC

Growing population, changing trade patterns, 
urbanisation, climate change and technology 
to become the defining features of the region, 
report says

The Middle East is at the epicentre of five 
‘megatrends’ transforming the world, according to 
professional services firm PwC.

In the firm’s first regional megatrends report, it 
identifies the five factors as demographic and social 
change driving both prosperity and instability, a 
shift on global economic power putting the Middle 
East at the centre of the world’s fastest-growing 
markets, rapid urbanisation, climate change and 
resource scarcity, and technological breakthroughs.

Now we all know Unilever as one of the biggest 
companies in the world - but what about the 
world's biggest digital startup?

While any strategy is important to business, a 
digital strategy is fundamental in today’s changing 
landscape. 

When Keith Weed first became CMO of Unilever, he 
undertook an exercise on trends within the 
business, discovering the four big drivers that 
would shape the business in future...

Unilever: The biggest digital start-up in 
the world?

20% of Facebookers Watching Live 
Video
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The rise of live-streaming has been one of 
the most important trends in the world of 
social media over the last year, and 
although Meerkat and Periscope launched 
this trend into the mainstream, it’s 
Facebook that has been the real winner 
here.

Although other networks are sure to jump on 
the live-streaming bandwagon, that fact that 
Facebook has already gathered such a vast 
number of viewers to this relatively new media 
is another indication why the network’s big bet 
on video is a smart move.
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If you needed any more evidence that 
mobile has taken over the world, you got it 
last week when news broke that Google is 
going to be creating a dedicated mobile 
index.

Perhaps the most important aspect of Google's 
announcement is that the new mobile index will 
be made the primary index.

The decision isn't surprising given the fact that 
Google says more than half of the searches it 
handles are now made on mobile devices.
While Google hasn't revealed many details about 
this mobile index, there is already discussion 
about the potential implications, some of which 
could be significant.

READ MORE

Mobile Searches Account For 15 Hours Daily
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